Streamlining Property Owner’s &
Manager’s Daily Operations

How Digital Innovation
Supports Operating Buildings
& Developments

Knowing Your Building
A building’s construction stage only accounts for about 2%
of its lifespan, but 98% of the information about the building
is compiled during this stage.
Information like warranties, model number, maintenance info
and records are continuously added throughout the building’s
lifespan. These files end up stored across various platforms –
Revit, SketchUp, Navisworks, Excel, Outlook, etc.
A recent study found that building owners were losing $15.8
billion annually due to inoperability.
This inoperability comes in the form of paper-based
business practices, a lack of standardization and inconsistent
technology adoption.
These inefficiencies can be addressed with better information
management and business process re-engineering to create
standard information exchanges between the stakeholders.

The Current State of
Property Management
Property managers have very little access to information
about the buildings in their care due to files and data stored
in a host of expensive, specialty software programs that they
may not be proficient in or have easy access to.
In fact, property managers normally know less than 5%
about a given building.


 
   
                       
 
  
                      

This data could be critical for improving tenant experience
and can greatly increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
property management.
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Utilizing PropTech
The future of property management is here.
Property Technology, or PropTech, is the use of information
technology to help individuals and companies research,
build, buy, sell, renovate and manage real estate.
PropTech uses digital innovation to address the needs of
the property industry.
With PropTech, all individuals involved in the construction,
maintenance and management of a building have easy
access to a wealth of information stored in the cloud.
•

Digital assets offer more utility than their physical
counterparts. They can be shared and accessed from
anywhere, eliminating the need for site visits.

•

The visual format of data allows for better coordination
with vendors and subcontractors who may be working
on a building they are unfamiliar with.

•

Companies use digital twins, virtual replicas of a
physical object or environment, to:
•
•
•
•
•

Market to prospective tenants & customers
Manage predictive maintenance
Streamline business operations
Virtualize personnel management
Train new hires

This digital twin is the result of 3-D computer-aided design
(CAD) software, which is now effectively known as BIM,
Building Information Modeling.
With visualization provided through the digital twin model,
companies make more informed decisions of what does
and does not work in a real-world environment, resulting in
improved decision making and substantial cost savings.
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PropTech and its associated benefits extend
across industries. Here are a few examples:

Commercial Real Estate
With digital twins, companies can easily
market properties to prospective tenants and
customers, all from within a virtual environment.
Potential tenants can explore a space – walking
on a virtual patio and hearing music from
a neighboring amphitheater while birds fly
overhead.
New tenants can participate in virtual property
orientations, educating them on benefits,
amenities and procedures within their new
space, as well as coordinating upcoming events.
Benefits can also extend into awareness of
safety procedures for new and existing tenants,
showing the location of evacuation routes, fire
extinguishers and first aid.
Management can garner real-time feedback on
satisfaction and needs to provide a sense of
connection while also raising tenant acceptance
and property value.
Beyond just the tenant experience, property
managers can use a digital twin to easily evaluate
the possibilities of renovating or reconfiguring
space in response to trends or demand. For
example, as employees come to expect childcare
or fitness facilities within their building, spaces
can be repurposed based on user feedback to
ensure the need is met.
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Employee Training and Management
New and potential hires can be trained on facilities
and equipment from anywhere in the world and
tested on their knowledge. Staff can collaborate on
design efficiencies and safety, offering potential design
improvements.
Furthermore, employee tasks can be assigned based on
real-time needs via equipment monitoring made available
through a digital twin, which can be the difference
between replacing a $10 bearing during off-peak times
versus losing thousands of dollars on unexpected
maintenance.

Insurance Claims
With 3D imagery, insurance companies can
streamline their typically manual processes.
First adopted for the backend of a claim, helping
to estimate repair costs and extent of damage as
it’s related to overall property, it can also be used
to coordinate repairs with contractors, or to
predict potential risk areas within a built space,
reducing the probability of future incidents.

ViZZ is visual intelligence (VI) software, pairing 3D virtualization and artificial intelligence for commercial development,
construction and property management industries. ViZZ enables users to collaborate and securely track and share
changes to building models before, during and post-construction. ViZZ is initially targeted to the AECO industry, with
business management features useful to various sectors and enterprise organizations as well as personal use.
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